I
T IS universally recognized that learning is an essential process both for living beings and for physical machines or computational programs to be efficient in carrying out complex tasks or when working in changing environments: Consequently, more and more intensive research is being dedicated to its many aspects.
Most of this research adopts a particular point of view: biological, psychological, educational, mathematical, algorithmic, computational, etc. Nevertheless, many researchers consider that perspectives coming from other scientific fields are important, sometimes critical, to produce significant advances and useful results.
The conference Learning'02 was intended to provide a forum for interdisciplinary study and discussion of the different aspects of learning: during two-and-a-half days, it hosted invited lectures by well-known experts, poster sessions, and round tables to discuss how the different approaches can help one another. This special issue contains seven papers originally presented at Learning'02, selected by members of the committees of the conference, and have all been extended by their authors and revised following the standard procedures for peer reviewing in IEEE journals.
The and a genetic algorithm (GA) with a fitness function based on mutual information. A similar problem is treated by A. J. Camaño et al., in "Hybrid Higher Order Statistics Learning in Multiuser Detection," now combining second-order and higher-order statistics in a specific setting, the design of multiuser receivers for code-division-multiple-access (CDMA) communications.
The subjects of the last two papers are very different from the previous ones, and reflect the multidisciplinary approach to learning of the Learning' 02 Conference. Computational linguistic and, more specifically, semiotic cognitive information processing are treated by B. B. Rieger in "On Understanding Perception-Based processing of NL text in SCIP systems, or meaning constitution as visualized learning," where learning and understanding are modeled dynamically by visualizing what is understood in a perception-based processing of the natural language discourse. Finally, in "Fuzzy User Modeling for Adaptation in Educational Hypermedia," A. Kavcic presents a Web-based hypermedia system that is able to adapt to each individual user. The adaptation is done by modeling the user knowledge by fuzzy sets that are adapted using linguistic rules.
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